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STR INGS,  HARMONIC MAPS AND 
HYPERBOLIC  SYSTEMS 
J. F. GLAZEBROOK 
Department ofMathematics, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920, U.S.A. 
Abstract--We review a number of cases where strings and hyperbolic systems arise in the study of 
harmonic maps of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between harmonic maps of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and hyperbolic systems 
is particularly significant in the following areas: 
1. Strings and the non-linear a-model (quantum field theory) (e.g. Refs [1-4]). 
2. Sinh-Gordon equations (solitons and scattering theory) (e.g. Ref. [5]). 
3. Time-like hypersurfaces in Minkowski spaces (general relativity) (e.g. Ref. [6]). 
The setting of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we establish the definition of a harmonic 
map of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds (generalizing the notion of a harmonic function). In 
Section 3, we discuss the harmonicity equation of maps between hyperbolic spaces following 
Ref. [7] and describe an analogy with the sinh--Gordon equation. In Section 4 we describe 
special co-ordinate systems named Tchebyshev nets in which a hyperbolic system is instrinsic and 
describe the relationship with harmonic maps. In Section 5, we introduce the notion of a string 
as a conformal harmonic map of an oriented surface into some space form endowed with an 
indefinite metric. (We remark that there is presently a number of models for string theories in 
general; this particular one suits our discussion of harmonic maps and is of course, highly 
significant.) Again the sinh-Gordon equation figures prominently. Sections 6 and 7 are somewhat 
global in nature. Section 6 is concerned with the construction of harmonic maps of Riemann 
surfaces to homogeneous spaces endowed with an indefinite metric. These constitute xamples of 
the non-linear a-models which are of interest o physicists, and in themselves are regarded as a 
separate class of strings. Section 7 describes a particular instance of constructing an "indefinite 
Gauss lift" of a minimal surface in an indefinite four-manifold. Since the original intention of this 
article was to review a number of significant examples, the author has deliberately omitted 
numerous technical details. The interested reader is thus left to consult, at his leisure, the references 
cited. A nodding acquaintance with some principles of (pseudo-)Riemannian geometry is assumed; 
we recommend Refs [8-10] as excellent references. The standard reference for harmonic maps is 
currently [11] (see also Ref. [12]). A source of a number of motivating examples may be found in 
Ref. [13]. 
2. HARMONIC MAPS 
Let (M,g) and (N,h) denote oriented pseudo-Riemannian manifolds endowed with their 
(possibly indefinite) metrics g and h. We assume that the latter are always non-degenerate. The 
energy density of a smooth map f: (M, g)--,(N, h) is the function 
e(f)=½ldf(x)[ 2, (1) 
where in local co-ordinates (x~)(y ~) on M, N respect ively,  l ~< i, j ~< m = d im M,  1 ~< ~, fl ~< n = 
dim N, we have 
df~ Of a [ df(x)[ 2 = g~i(x) ~x ~ ~ h,~(f(x)). (2) 
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If M'  is a compactly supported omain in M, the canonical measure dx associated with g allows 
us to define the energy (or "'action" in the physicists terminology) o f f  over M'  
E(f, M') = .fu, e(f  )(x) dx (3) 
dx = ~ dx i . , • dx". 
We define the map f to be harmonic if it is an extremal of equation (3) on every M'  [when M is 
compact, we write E( f )= e(f, M)]. 
A vector field v along f gives rise to a variation of f by f (x )= expitx)tv(x). If v has compact 
support in M'  = M, then 
dE( f ,  M') = fu 
dt ,=0 - ,<~( f ) (x ) 'v (x )>dx '  (4) 
where T ( f )  denotes the Euler-Lagrange operator or tension field, given locally by 
z,(f ) = gO[ ~2ifjx M--k Of' Mr,, Of~ Oft~l 
a ~- ~"~x *+ "~#ax'OxJJ' (5) 
where ~F, uF denote the Christoffel symbols of the (pseudo-) Riemannian connections on M 
and N, respectively. 
The map f is harmonic if and only if [11]: 
z ( f )  = 0 (6) 
When the metrics are (Riemannian positive) definite, then system (6) is generally elliptic. However, 
in the presence of indefinite metrics, this system may be hyperbolic. The latter case seems to be 
the least understood in the general theory. The indefiniteness of say h, is characterized by the fact 
that the associated inner product has a signature (p, q). 
The following is a list of examples of interesting cases to consider 
R p,q P(R"q) H(R p'q) S(R p'q) (real), 
C p'~ P(C p'q) H(C p'q) (complex), 
H p'q P(H p'q) H(H p 'q )  (quaternionic), 
where S, P, H denotes the corresponding sphere, projective space, hyperbolic space over ( 
respectively. These spaces are all non-compact. 
(7) 
3. MAPS BETWEEN HYPERBOLIC SPACES 
To commence, we shall consider a map f :  H(RP'q)-~H(R "+s) and introduce hyperbolic polar 
co-ordinates as follows. For p ~ H(Rm), we set p = (cosh sx, sinh sy), where x e H(RP), y e S(~q), 
p + q = m, s ~ [0, ~).  We define the map f by 
f((cosh sx, sinh sy)) = (cos ~t(s)gt (x), sinh ct(s)g2(y)), (8) 
where ~: [0, n/2]--*[0, it/2] is some function, gl: H(RP)~H(R') is harmonic with I dgl 12 = al constant 
and g2: s(Rq)~s(R') is harmonic with Idg212 = a2 = constant. The condition stating the harmoni- 
city of the map f is [7]: 
I a 2 a| 1 :(s)ldsl + ~' (s )  as - sinh ~t(s) cosh ~t(s) ~ + ~ = 0, 
(0) --- 0. (9) 
Now the Laplacian As of s may be shown to equal 
As = (p - 1) tanh s + (q - 1)coth s (10) 
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and equation (9) becomes with reparametrization eU= sinh s (owing to a singularity at s = 0) 
1 sinh ~__(u)cosh ~(u) al 1 
~,"(u) -~ e u + e -~ (pc"  + (q -  2)(e" + e-" ) )c , ' (u)  - [~  e~+e -"  Le" + ---+-~ : e" =0 
0t(--oo)=0. ( l l )  
Equation (1 l) may be viewed as the equation of motion of a particle which is constrained to move 
on a hyperbola with damping and is subjected to variable gravity. 
Letting s: H(I~")--)R, and 
g(s) = ½((a2/sinh 2 s) + (al/cosh 2s)) 
we can write equation (9) in the form 
A(ct(s)) = g(s)sinh 2ct(s), (12) 
which suggests a form akin to that of the sinh-Gordon equation (cf. Ref. [5]). We refer to Ref. 
[7] for further constructions. 
4. TCHEBYSHEV NETS 
We assume that (M,g) is taken to be two-dimensional nd take local co-ordinates (x', x 2) on 
M defined as follows: the lengths (with respect o g) 
I o5 ~ = kl, = k2 (13) 
where k~, k2 are constants atisfying klk 2 ---1. Such a co-ordinate system is referred to as a 
"Tchebyshev net". In such a co-ordinate system we may write 
g = ~2(dx I)2 + 2 cos 0 dx I dx 2 + ~ -2(dx2)2, (14) 
where ~ -- kt, 0 = O(x j, x 2) is the angle between O/Ox ~ and O/Ox 2. In this co-ordinate system the 
equation for the Gaussian curvature K, 
020 
0x L O --------- 5 = -K  sin 0, (15) 
reduces to a sine-Gordon equation for K = -1 .  It is possible to work with a Tchebyshev net 
in the neighborhood of each point of M. This fact is well-known to people who work in this 
area (consult e.g. Ref. [14]). Effectively, one commences by taking normal co-ordinates (z ~, z 2) 
in a neighborhood of p eM. Then for some smooth function F on M, the metric g can be 
written as 
g = (dz 1)2 .jr_ F(dz 2)2. (16) 
We consider the case where two co-ordinate vector fields ~t, ~2 have unit length. This is the case 
if the components satisfy 
They will define a co-ordinate system if 
[~,, ¢2] = O, (17) 
and equation (17) in turn is equivalent to the hyperbolic system 
~2r + ~2)(I - (~2))F)  -'<2 T~-z~ - G, 
~z 2 + ~, ) ( l  - (~ , ) )F )  -'/2 = (18) 
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where GI, G2 are given functions of (cO, ~1), ~2). The system in equations (18) is true for ~t) # 0, 
~0 # F-'/2, ~ , )# q~2). Under appropriate conditions, the above initial value problem is obtained 
once the q~,) are specified along the curve z' =z(p) .  Solving the above system amounts to 
determining the components of ~ ,  ~2, satisfying equation (17). The Tchebyshev co-ordinates are 
taken such that ~i = O~ ox~. 
With respect o the Levi-civita connection V on (M, g ), it can be shown that the co-ordinate 
system is Tchebyshev if and only if 
V,~2 = V2~, = 0 (V~ = V~,), (19) 
i.e. each co-ordinate vector field is parallel along the other. Now, with a bit of extra work, it 
can also be shown that if (y~) is an arbitrary co-ordinate system on (M, g), then a co-ordinate 
system is Tchebyshev if and only if 
2yi c3yJ 0yk 
Ox I Ox 2 ~- Fj.k ~x  ~ ~ = 0. (20) 
The relationship of these co-ordinate systems relative to harmonic maps is the following. Consider 
a smooth map f:  R ''~ --+(N 2, h) where N is Riemannian and null-co-ordinates (x~, x 2) are taken on 
W'L The latter implies that the metric g is expressed as 
g = ~ dx ) dx z, 
for some function ~. Now taking yJ =f J (x0,  the harmonicity equation (5) may be seen to reduce 
to equation (20). In this way, the harmonic map f may be used to prescribe a Tchebyshev net on 
N; in which case the induced metric takes the form (14). Such co-ordinate systems are extensively 
used in classical surface theory in R ::. Of particular interest is the case whereby the induced metric 
is (Lorentzian) indefinite or time-like. The interested reader may wish to consult Refs [6, 15, 16]. 
It would be interesting to see if the prescription of a Tcbebyshev net in higher dimensions 
determines a corresponding harmonic map. 
5. THE STRING AS A CONFORMAL HARMONIC  MAP 
Let (M, g) be two-dimensional (oriented) and assume that g has signature (1, l) (cf. the preceding 
section). Let f:  (M, g)-*(N, h) be a smooth map and assume that h has signature (p, q). We say 
that f is a string if f is a conformal harmonic map. Relative to an isothermal chart on (M, g) [l 1], 
the condition for conformality is expressed as 
Iful 2 + If, I 2 = 0 = (f~,f ,> (21) 
and the extremal equation pertaining to equation (3) is the Euler-Lagrange quation of 
E(N) = 5 (I f ' J2- ]f'12)vg" 
As an example let a,, oh: R--,RP.q be paths satisfying l a ; ( t ) l=  = I a(t)12 = o. Then at, a2 are called 
null. A map f: R ' "~R p'¢ is a string if and only if there exists null paths ~,  a2 such that 
f(u, v) = a,(u - v) + a2(u + v). (22) 
Conformal harmonic maps f:  W'I - ,S(R p'q) have been studied by Gu [2, 17-19] and Milnor 
[6, 15, 16] in the case (p, q) = (2, 1). Again the solutions are given explicitly via sinh-Gordon type 
equations. 
Following Ref. [20], one may also pursue a Cauchy-type problem for a harmonic map f: W" ~N.  
This entails finding a harmonic map satisfying the initial conditions 
y~(0, x) =f ] (x ) ,  (23) 
where the map is locally represented by y~ =f~(t, x) for co-ordinate (t, x) in R ~:. We have seen 
that the harmonicity equation gives rise to a hyperbolic system and the above problem admits a 
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solution in a sufficiently small time interval. In fact Gu [20] shows: 
when N is complete and Riemannian, the harmonic map f :  RI'I--*N satisfying the 
initial condition, exists globally. 
In some instances, the solution may represent a travelling wave. The initial value then takes the 
form 
0y ~ df~ (x) 
y" = f~(x), Ù--T = a d--"-~ (24) 
and the solutions is y" =fg(x + at). If a = _ 1, then fg(x)  satisfies 
d~C~ df~ df~ = O, 
dx z F- r~r(f0) d---x- 
which expresses the fact that thefg(x)  are co-ordinates of a geodesic. When N = S 2, the harmonic 
map equation o f f :  RLI~S 2 corresponds to a soliton solution. As an example, under suitable 
conditions relative to equations (14) and (15), the soliton solution [20]: 
~ IF ~(W- I - -w)  (w- '2w)x}]  (25) 0 = 4 tan- Lexp~- ~ 
(w = constant) corresponds to a harmonic map f with components 
y ,= 2 tanh(w_,xl_wx2)cos(xt + x2)_  I-w-- w-~r] w + w -~ LW sin(xt + x2)" 
2 
y z = _ _  sech(w - t x i - -  WX 2 ), 
w+w -~ 
2 W--W -1 
y 3 = _ _  tanh(w - Ix i _ wx 2 )sin(x i + x 2 ) + cos(x t+ x 2). 
w+w -~ w+w -~ 
6. FACTORIZ ING THROUGH A HOMOGENEOUS F IBRAT ION 
When M is a Riemann surface and N is even dimensional there is a means of"factorizing" certain 
harmonic maps f :  M ~(N,  h) as follows. We commence by making (a not too special) assumption 
about the nature of N. Assume given a compact Riemannian homogeneous space 57 also even 
dimensional. We take 57 = G/K, where G is a compact real form of a complex semisimple Lie group 
G c (see [8] for terminology) and we have an inclusion of closed subgroups H c K c G. We have 
then a homogeneous fibration 
~: Z = G/H~57 = G/K, (26) 
with fiber K/H. Now let Go be a non-compact real form of G c. Then G O may act on 57 yielding 
a number of open orbits each of the form N = Go/Ko for some subgroup K0 c Go. A general orbit 
is thus non-compact and comes equipped with a pseudo-Riemannian metric that in many cases will 
be indefinite. If 57 is an (irreducible) Hermitian symmetric space then the (finite) number of open 
orbits depends on the rank of 57 as a symmetric space. This is part of a general theory that has 
been carefully enumerated in Refs [21, 22]. For example, let 57 = P(C "+1) = U(n + 1)/U(I) x U(n) 
and consider Go = U(n, 1). Then there are two open orbits: 
H(C "+l) = U(n, I)/U(1) x U(n), (27) 
P(C "'t) = U(n, 1)/U(I) x U(n - 1, 1). (28) 
Moreover there is a restriction of equation (26) to 
n: Zo = Go/Ho--*Go/Ko. (29) 
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Relative to equation (26), an example is the following: for r <<. p, s <<. q, we have the inclusion 
C~'~--*C p'q. The indefnite complex Grassmannian 
U(p, q) 
G,., (C r, q) = (N), (30) 
U(r,s) × U(p - r ,q  - s )  
of spaces of signature (r, s) in C p,q is an open orbit in Gk(C")(.~); here k = r + s, n = p + q (e.g. 
P(C "-t'l) = G~,0(C"-~'~)). As for Z0, we may have 
where 
Zo = U(p, q)/U(aj, bl) x . . .  x U(ak, bk), 
k 
~ a i+b~=p+q =n. 
i=1 
By their coset space descriptions, Z0 and N are classified as types of (complex) flag manifolds. 
Analogues of N and Z0 above exist over •P,q and H p'q (see e.g. Ref. [23]) and generalize 
those examples tated in equation (7). For the remainder of this section we assume that N is 
of the type 
Gr, s(~'~P'q), ~ = R, C, H. 
Based on the methods of Refs [24, 25], it was shown in Refs [26-28] that certain harmonic 
maps f :  M~N factor via maps ~b: M~Zo so that f=  n ° ~b. Of course, the nature of ~b has to be 
somewhat special since (as for harmonic functions), the composition of two harmonic maps is not 
generally a harmonic map. Thus consider the following. With regards to equation (26) the tangent 
space (pointwise) TZ has an orthogonal splitting with respect o the metric on Z 
TZ = TuZ ~ Tvz,  (31) 
where Tvz,  the vertical subspace is the tangent space to the fibers of equation (26) and TuZ, the 
horizontal subspace is its orthogonal complement. The fibration (with respect to the natural 
homogeneous space metrics on Z and N), is a Riemannian submersion meaning that (pointwise) 
H TuZ is isometric to T~. We say that ~b is n-horizontal if for x eM,  ~k,(TxM) c T,cx)Z. The 
composition princple one applies is then the following: 
if ~b is harmonic and n-horizontal, then f = n o ~b is harmonic [11]. 
The harmonic maps f constructed this way are referred to as isotropic. For ~7 = G~(C"), 
every holomorphic map M~/~ is harmonic; this follows from a fundamental result (due to 
Lichnerowicz) [11]. The isotropic harmonic maps are weaker than holomorphic maps and are 
examples of branched minimal immersions. Now tile construction of isotropic harmonic maps 
f: M~N essentially arises out of restriction to the open orbits relative to the restriction of 
the fibration: 
ZocZ 
N = ~7 (32) 
although I should add there are a number of technical considerations involved. This problem was 
settled in Refs [26-28]. The significant point in these constructions i  that ~O is constructed from 
"holomorphic data" on M. For example, in the rank 1 case N =P(C  "'~) or N = H(C "'~) 
(b7 = P(C "+ ~)), ~0 is constructed from certain associated curves of a given holomorphic urve 
~: M-*P(C"+~). Broadly speaking we have the "bijective correspondence" 
{isotropic harmonic maps f :  M--,N(~)} 
1 : 1 [ (33) 
,dL 
'(e 
{holomorphic data on M}. 
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As noted above N( = P(C "'1) is a special case of equation (7) and is referred to as a "flag 
domain" in Ref. [21]. An interesting property of P(C "1) is that it fibers as a unit disc bundle over 
P(C") and topologically it is a deformation retract and thus the two spaces are homotopically 
equivalent. For M compact we can define the notion of degree of a continuous map M~P(C"" )  
as the degree of the composed map M~P(Cn'~)~P(C"),  where by degree we mean the degree 
of the induced map in second cohomology. Adapting the methods of Ref. [24], it was shown in 
Ref. [28] that 
(i) every harmonic map f: S(R3)~P(C "'l) is isotropic; 
(ii) every harmonic map f: T:--*P(C "'~) of non-zero degree is isotropic, where T 2 
denotes the two-torus. 
The holomorphic data may in certain cases be subjected to "real" or "quaternionic" constraints. 
In which case ~k:M~Zo projects to totally real or quaternionic points in N, respectively. For 
example, one may commence with a holomorphic curve (trivially isotropic) ~: M~P(C  2"÷') 
satisfying the totally isotropic condition [24] which amounts to its image lying in the complex 
quadric hypersurface Q~_I in P(C 2~ +'). Under suitable conditions, the manufactured ff projects 
down to e.g. S(R p'q) fq P(C~'~)(p + q) = 2n + 1 (see Ref. [29]); cf. Refs [30, 31]). 
In this section I have focused on the case where (N, h) is indefinite, in keeping with the 
nature of the topic suggested by the title. The definite case of ~ (compact) expectedly lends 
itself to a number of interesting topological and geometric questions (see Ref. [32] and 
references therein). Riemannian definite metrics are generally considered to be more tractable than 
their indefinite counterparts. Nevertheless, the latter case remains challenging and is equally 
interesting. 
7. AN INDEF IN ITE  GAUSS LIFT 
When (M, g) and (N, h) are even dimensional, but both g, h are indefinite, then the notion of 
a holomorphic map (the differential commuting with the respective almost complex structures) is 
uncertain. However, almost complex structures generalize as follows: 
almost complex structures--*f-structures 
--+almost products structures 
(see Ref. [9]). The last case of almost product structures adapts quite appropriately to certain cases 
in question, particularly when dimRN = 4. Our discussion follows Ref. [12]. 
Let us consider the real oriented indefinite Grassmannian G°.q(R"s). Setting p = q = 1, we have 
an example of a non-compact pseudo-Hermitian symmetric space [22]. Letting L denote the 
tautological rank 2 vector bundle on G°.~ (Rr.s), the tangent bundle decomposes as 
TG°.~ (ff~"s) = L * ® L ~ (34) 
and with respect o complex types, further decomposes as 
TG°,, (~'~) = (L+ ® W) ~ (L_ ® I/F), (35) 
where W is a complementary subbundle of the trivial (r + s) plane bundle. In this instance, the 
almost product structure is a real endmorphism J of the tangent space at a point, which j2 = + id 
and having L± as the _.+ 1-eigenspace. 
Now let f:  (M 2, g )~ ~.s be a conformal harmonic immersion (i.e. an indefinite minimal surface 
or an immersed string). Associated to f is its Gauss lift 
~k:: (M z, g )--*G,.~ (Rr"), (36) 
determined by df(see Ref. [12] for account of Gauss lifts/maps in more general cases). The natural 
almost product structure ju  on TM determines the type decomposition 
TM = T+M~ T_M, (37) 
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with respect to + I eigenspaces. Then 
f is harmonic if and only if d~/: preserves types with respect to the decompositions 
in equations (35) and (37). 
The above notion can be applied profitably to the case (N 4, h 2'2) are remarked above. We have the 
Grassmann bundle 
G L ~(TN)---.N, (38) 
whose general fiber consists of the space of null 2-planes in R 2'2. Now G~,~(TN) can be shown to 
be endowed with two almost product structures Ji, ./2 say. Following the approach of Ref. [33], 
there is the analogous result [12] (cf. Ref. [34]): 
There exists a bijective correspondence between conformal harmonic immersions 
f: (M2, g(L~))--,(N 4, h (2"~)) and type preserving maps g,: (M2, g(LI))--.(GLI(TN), J2) 
everywhere transverse to the fibers. 
Needless to say, it is interesting to observe that the solutions of the hyperbolic system determined 
by f, may be classified in terms of the algebraic data afforded by ¢. For algebraic reasons, the 
analogue does not extend to signature (3, I). 
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